INVESTMENT BANKING CHEAT SHEET

> BANKING TOOLS
Coverage Monitor IBNK Coverage
Summary IBCM
Banker Settings BNKS
Deal Market Monitor DMON
Public Information Book (BBA-only) PIB

> ECONOMIC DATA
Economic Data Finder ECOF
Global Economic Releases ECO
Key Worldwide Economic Data WE
Economic Data Chart ECOW
Leading Economic Indicators LEAD
Economic Forecasts ECFC
Financial Conditions Monitor FCON
World Economic Calendar Menu WECO
Crisis Monitor CRIS

> RATES AND FX
U.S. Treasuries and Money Markets BTMM
Forward Libor ICVS
Forward Curve Analysis FWCV
Forward Curve Matrix FWCM
FX Homepage FXIP
FX Rate Forecasts FXFC

> EQUITY MARKETS
World Equity Indices WEI
Intraday Market Map IMAP
Market Map for Global Market Sectors MMAP
Equity Index Movers MOV
10 Best/Worst Performing Stocks in an Index MRR
Global M&A Transactions MA

> PRIVATE EQUITY
Private Equity Market PEM
Fund Search PEFS
Fund Comparison PFRV

> FIXED INCOME MARKETS
Fixed Income Credit Monitor FICM
Fair Market Historical Spreads FMCI
New Issue Monitor NIM
Pipeline of Bonds and Loans PREL
World Bond Markets WB
Global CDS Pricing WCDS
Global Sovereign CDS Rates SOVR

> COMPANY ANALYSIS
Fundamental and Descriptive Data DES*
Financial Statements and Key Stats FA*
Related Securities and Information RELS*
Company-Specific News CN*
Corporate Actions CACS*
Corporate Action Calendar CACT
Top Ranking Executives and Board Members MGMT*
Product Peer Comparison PPC*
Supply Chain SPLC*
Weighted Average Cost of Capital WACC*

> EQUITY SECURITIES
Equity Screening EQS
Private Company Screening (Beta) PSCR
Equity Offerings Search and Monitor IPO
Equity Holders HDS*
Relative Valuation (Comps) RV*
Relative Value Ranking (Equity View) RVR*
Dividend History DVD*
Dividend Forecasts BDVD*
Insider Transactions GPTR*
Listed Options OMONT*
Short Interest SI*
Beta BETA*

*Denotes a single-security function